
B I B L I O G R A P H Y  

As was already mentioned in the Preface, an integral part of each issue of our journal should be a 
current critical bibliography of the entire field of lunar studies - an essential and truly indispensable 
service for a rapidly growing interdisciplinary domain of our science - containing titles, abstracts, 
or critical comments, on work published concurrently in all other journals or more informal sources. 

This bibliography, which will appear quarterly (and thus much more rapidly than in any existing 
standard source) will cover our entire subject under the following more specific headings: 

(1) Motion of the Moon in space, and dynamics of the Ear th -Moon system; lunar astronautics. 
(2) Motion of the Moon about its centre of gravity (librations). 
(3) Shape and gravitational field of the Moon. 
(4) Internal structure of the Moon. 
(5) Thermal and stress history of the Moon. 
(6) Chemical composition of the Moon. 
(7) Lunar exosphere. 
(8) Lunar coordinates and mapping of the Moon. 
(9) Morphology of the lunar surface. 
(10) Origin and stratigraphy of lunar formations. 
(11) Physical structure of the lunar surface. 
(12) Photometry of the Moon. 
(13) Thermal emission of the lunar surface. 
(14) Electromagnetic properties of the Moon. 
(15) Exploration of the Moon by spacecraft. 
Needless to say, the individual headings may sometimes overlap; and the reader will do well to 

consult the adjacent headings in quest of his sources. 
The authors of papers or reports published cm'rently in other sources are invited to send reprints 

(or preprints) of their contributions to the Editorial Office of our journal, to ensure that abstracts of 
their papers can be included promptly in our bibliography. When no indication to the contrary is 
given, the abstracts are due to the authors of the respective communication. Critical remarks - if any 
- will usually bear the initials of the respective editor. 

The Editors express their appreciation to Dr. John W. Salisbury for supplying a part of the biblio- 
graphical material presented in this section. 

1. Motion of the the Moon in Space 

Bruman, J. R. : 'A Lunar Libration Point Experiment', Icarus 10 (March 1969), 197-200. 

Photographs of the lunar libration point L4 were made during the lunar eclipse of 6 October 1968, 
using the 48-inch Schmidt telescope at Palomar Mountain, California. An area about 6.6 ° square was 
covered. Neither discrete objects nor clouds, associated with the L4 point, were found. The detection 
limit for discrete objects was at least 15th magnitude and probably 17th magnitude; for clouds, the 
limit was determined by short-term variations in the local pattern of night sky-glow. 

Lazarev, R. G. and Shakhov, V. A. : 'On the Modulating Influence of the Moon on the Mass Distri- 
butions of Meteoroids', Astronomical Circulars o f  the U.S.S.R. Academy o f  Sciences, No. 501, 
1969. 

Link, F. : 'Occultations d'6toiles par la terre observ6es de la lune', Icarus 10 (January 1969), 105-108. 
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L'installation temporaire des observateurs sur la Lune, qui aura lieu dans le proche avenir, rendra 
possible la photom6trie des 6toiles pendant leurs occultations par la Terre. Le ph6nom6ne peut 
rendre de grands services dans l 'exploration de la structure atmosph6rique vers 100 km d'altitude off 
l 'on est limit6 aux recherches par les fus6es. La th6orie photom6trique des occultations est donn6e 
dans un cas g6n6ral ainsi que quelques applications num6riques. 

Lyttleton, R. A. : 'The Origin of the Moon' ,  Science Journal (London) 5 (May 1969), 53-58. 

Morrison, L. V. and Sadler, Flora McB. : 'An Analysis of Lunar Occultations 1960-66', Monthly 
Notices Roy. Astron. Soe. 144 (1969), 129-141. 

About 10 000 observations of occultations of stars by the Moon have been reduced using the lunar 
ephemeris j = 1 with corrections for limb profile irregularities. The resulting observed minus tabulated 
positions of the Moon have been analysed and the following conclusions drawn: 

(1) There is no significant difference between the duration of the E.T. 1 second and the S.I. second. 
On this assumption the relation between the ephemeris and atomic time scales is 

E.T. 1 (Newcomb) = A3 + 32 s. 24 4- 0 s. 02 (s.e.). 
(2) The following periodic terms are present in the observed minus tabulated positions of the 

Moon, 
(i) in longitude ( ÷  0". 173 -c 0".008) sin/ 

( +  0". 172 ~ 0". 008) cos l 
(ii) in latitude (--  0". 207 -t- 0". 018) cos F 

(-- 0". 096 -t- 0". 014) sin/ 
(+0".355 ± 0".021) cosL 

The first three terms can be interpreted as corrections to Brown's values of the eccentricity, longitude 
of perigee and longitude of node of the Moon's orbit. 

(3) These values confirm that no significant corrections to the adopted values of the motions of the 
node and perigee are required. 

(4) The observations reflect the small error -- 0".034 sin(F--2D) in the Improved Lunar Ephemeris. 

Mullins, L. : 'Viewing the Earth-Moon Lagrangian Points L4 and L5 from an Observation Balloon 
and from the ARM Using S-052', NASA STAR 7, No. 11, N69-23205, June 8, 1969. 

O'Keefe, John A. : 'Origin of the Moon',  J. Geophys. Res. 74 (May 1969), 2758-2767. 

Recent geological discoveries suggest that the Moon originated during a catastrophic event, at a date 
near -- 3.5 b.y. It is here suggested that the event was the fission of the proto-Earth to form the Moon. 
It is shown that fission would be expected to lead, not to a pair of corotating bodies, as generally 
assumed, but to two bodies each rotating with approximately the angular velocity of the critical 
Jacobi ellipsoid, and revolving in a period about double the period of rotation. This fission process 
would conserve angular momentum and would approximately conserve energy and vorticity. It 
would be followed immediately by a period of severe energy dissipation, in which the two bodies 
would be brought to corotation. During this period, both bodies would be subjected to heating 
sufficient to volatilize their constituents. During this period, it is suggested that the system would 
resemble a contact binary. In particular, it is suggested that there would be a large loss of matter and 
of angular momentum from the proto-Moon. In this way is explained the small mass of the Moon 
relative to the mass of the Earth, the deficiency of the total angular momentum of the present Earth- 
Moon system, and the evidence of differential volatilization in the early history of the Earth. 

Van3~sek, V. : 'Detectability of Lunar Libration Clouds at Small Phase Angles', Nature 221 (1969), 
47-48. 

Lunar libration clouds (LLC) have been observed visually and photographically as very faint nebu- 
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losities near the predicted positions of the Lagrangian points L4 and L5. All observations were made 
at relatively large phase angles 0 ~> 140 °, mostly 0H 170 °, however, unless the particle diameters are 
very large, the phase function of lunar libration clouds will not follow the Lambert law or the lunar 
phase curve. The phase function has been computed for different models of polydisperse clouds of 
dielectric or absorbing spherical particles, for various size parameters and the size distribution 
function ~0(a) = a -4. From these results it is evident that successful observation of LLC4 and LLC5 
may be expected at elongations of 15 ° and 30 ° , if the particles are not extremely large and if the 
refractive index is close to 1 for pure dielectric particles ([n'/n--1] ~ 0.1). The detectability of pure 
dielectric silicate or limonite grains at smaller phase angles is much less that that of ice, iron-like, or 
slightly absorbing spherical particles. The detection of intensity excesses in zodiacal light at the 
predicted points of L4 and L5 would be at least some indication of the dominant size of interplanetary 
grains in the lunar libration clouds. In regard to the twilight phenomena, extra-atmospheric obser- 
vations in the visual spectral region are desirable. Ground-based observations in the near infrared 
should be successful, especially if the cloud contains slightly larger particles than considered in the 
set of models. 

Vondrfik, J.: 'Results of Measuring the Positions of the Moon by the Method of Equal Altitudes', 
Bull. Astron. Inst. Czech. 20, No. 4 (1969), 223-226. 

The paper gives a survey of the differences in observed and calculated zenith distances of the bright 
lunar limb. The measurements were performed at the Geodetical Observatory Pecn3~ with a small 
circumzenithal in 1965-68. On the basis of these measurements a relation is derived between the 
Atomic Time A3 and the Ephemeris Time and also a relation between the TU2 time and the Ephemeris 
Time. The mean deviation of the Moon in latitude and the correction of the ephemeris radius of the 
Moon together with the personal error of the observer were calculated for each year as secondary 
quantities. 

Pe3yAbmamt:,t u3Mepe~tu~ rlo.aoa,tcettuft flyttbt MemoOo~ OOlgHaKoe, blX ebleom. B CTaTbe HpHBO~HTCg 
o63op pa3uocTe~ na6JnojIaeMblX n BBPIHCJIeHHI, IX 3eHHTHBIX paccTo~tnn~ ocBeltlenHoro rpa~ a~cra 
3][yHbI. H3MepeHrIa HpOBO}II, I~IHCB Ha Feo~IeTHHeCKO~ o6cepBaTOpHa HelIHBI MaJIBIM UItpKyM3eHH- 
TaYIOM B 1965--68 r. Ha OCHOBaHHH 3THX ri3MepcHm~ BbIBO~HTCl{ COOTBOmeHHe MeTKdly aTOMHBIM 
BpeMeHeM A3 rI 3~eiepI4~Hl~IM BpeMeHeM H COOTHOmeHHe Mex/~y paBHOMepHBIM BpeMeHeM TU2 
rI 3~peMepg/InblM BpeMeHeM. KaK BTOpOCTeZleBHBIe BeZlHqHHbI 6BIZlH ~IJI~ Kax~Ioro ro~xa noyly~IenbI 
cpe~Hee OTKJIOHeHHe JlynbI B mHpoTe 14 nonpaBKa 9~eMepi4~Horo pa~IHyca JlyH~I BMecTe C JIII~IHO~ 
omH6KO~ na6Jiio)laTe:i~. 

2. Motion of the Moon about its Centre of Gravity 

Holland, R. L. and Sperling, H. J. : 'A First-Order Theory for the Rotational Motion of a Triaxial 
Rigid Body Orbiting an Oblate Primary', Astron. J. 74 (April 1969); 490-496. 

New results are derived which predict the principal effect of the gravitational and magnetic torques 
on the rotational motion of an asymmetrical rigid body in a regressing orbit about an oblate primary 
mass. Using the method of averages, a first-order theory is developed and three integrals, which 
determine the motion of the angular-momentum vector, are derived. The solutions are periodic in a 
rotating coordinate system defined by the orbit plane and line of nodes. The results may be applied to 
astronomical problems of precession and the astronautical problems of artificial satellites. 

Peale, S. J. : 'Generalized Cassini's Laws', Astron. J. 74 (April 1969), 483-489. 

All of the possible stable, coplanar configurations of a planet's or satellite's spin vector, orbit normal, 
and the vector designating the precession of the orbit are shown to represent extremes in the energy 
associated with the body's orientation. It is shown that such a stable configuration yields a relation 
between the moment differences ( C - - A ) / C  and ( B -  A)/C,  and bounds on their magnitudes if the 
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spin angular velocity is commensurate with the orbital mean motion. Only a value of ( C -  A ) / C  is 
determined by a stable configuration for noncommensurate rotation. The effect of (B -- A ) / C  on the 
value of ( C - - A ) / C  for the observed lunar configuration is less then the uncertainty introduced by 
observational error. Mercury is likely to be in one of two possible stable configurations. The value of 
( C -  A ) / C  as a function of the obliquity of the equator plane to the orbit plane is derived for both 
configurations, and the effects of axial asymmetry, although small for the likely values of (C -- A) /C  
for Mercury, are explicitly displayed for the entire range of ( C -  A)/C.  

3. Shape and Gravitational Field of the Moon 

Carlson, A. E., Jr. and Helmsen, M. : 'Validity of Topography Representation by Truncated Series of 
Surface Harmonics', Icarus 10 (1969), 57-65. 

In a series of papers published in Icarus, Dr. C. L. Goudas has reported on the harmonic analysis of 
lunar topography. In his studies, the lunar topography was represented by a finite uneven distribution 
of elevations. For each sample of elevations he applied the unweighted least-squares method in 
estimating the best-fitting coefficients for a truncated series of surface spherical harmonics. This paper 
is concerned with the ambiguities of such estimates. The effects of changing the evenness and density 
of the sample of points on the estimated coefficients are shown by analyzing the correlations among 
the estimated coefficients, the degree of fit of the derived function, and the results of the orthogonality 
test. 

Gavrilov, I. V. : 'Figure and Dimensions of the Moon on the Basis of Astrometric Observations', (in 
Russian), Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev, 1969, 1-150. 

XapaKTepHcTHK~ qbI~rypb~ flyHbI urpaI~T Ba}I<HytO poYib npH pemeH~H MHOrUX TeopeTH~ecrnx 
rlpaKTrI~IecIo4X 3a~a~, CB~t3aI-IttblX C BCeCTOpOtn-ItlM ee n3y~enneM Kar 6nH~a~Iue~ tlenr~ Me~n~arre- 
THbIX IIoYleTOB. 

Monorpac~na nOCBanlena TeopHn n npaKTnKe CoBpeMeHHbIX acTpOHOMnqecKnx n3MepenHfi .Y[yItbI 
n onpe~eaeHn~O n3 HnX nan6oJ~ee ~OCTOBepm, IX senn~iH, xaparTepn3yxomnx ee qbnrypy n pa3Mep~i. 
BbiBejIeHm, re i~3 Ha6ato~eHn~ napaMeTpLi c~nrypLi COnnCTaBJIamTCa C COOTBeTCTBymIImMn Teope- 
TnqeCKI4MH j~aHHblMH. O6cyz<xa~OTC~ TaK.e neKoTopbIe SOrlpocbI qbn3n~ecKo~ nHTepnpeTatInH rlo- 
ayqeHHbIX pe3ynbTaTOS. 

B r~nre BnepBbIe co6paubI BoeJIHHO, npoanann3nposanbi H CHCTeMaTn3HpOBaHbr noJIyUeHHLIe JIO 
HacTosttlero BpeMesII OCHOBHbIe peByJIbTaTbI ~3MepenH~ f[yHbI ~4 nx 06pa6oTKH, ony6J~nKOBanHb~e 
B pa3H~x pa6oTax. CymecTBeUUyIO qaCTb U/IX COCTaBJIIttOT opnr~Ha~bnbie I4CCJ~ejIoBaHH.q, BbIIIOJIHeU- 
~bIe B FJ~aBHO~ aCTpO~OMHUeeKo.~ o6cepBaTopnn AFt YCCP. 

Pacc~nTa~a Ha aCTpOHOMOB, reoqbn3i~rOB ~ HayuHb~X pa6OTHI~I<OB CMe~KIIbIX cne~I~a.~bHocTe~, 
3arIr~MaroI~rIXCa KOCMHrleCKIIM!,I Hceyte~oBamfflMH; 6y~eT noneBria Tal~me acnvipanTaM vi CTy~IeHTaM 
cTapI~IHX KypcoB COOTBeTCTByrO~X'cne~I~anbHOCTe~. 

4. Internal Structure of the Moon 

Urey, H. C.: 'The Contending Moons',  Astronaut. Aeronaut. 7 (January 1969), 34~1. 

Urey, H. C. and MacDonald, G. J. F. : 'Geophysics of the Moon', Science Journal (London) 5 
(May 1969), 60-64. 

6. Chemical Composition of the Moon 

Armstrong, T. W. and Alsmiller, R. G., Jr. : 'An Estimate of the Prompt Photon Spectrum Arising 
from Cosmic-Ray Bombardment of the Moon',  Astronaut. Acta 14 (1969), 143-149. 
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An estimate has been made of the photon leakage spectrum from the Moon due to photons arising 
from the capture and inelastic scattering of neutrons produced by galactic cosmic rays. The method of 
calculation consisted of estimating the energy and spatial distribution of theneutron flux in the Moon 
and then using Monte Carlo methods to obtain the photon source and to perform the photon trans- 
port. While the photon production and transport are carried out with some exactitude, the results 
must be considered very approximate because of the approximate neutron-flux distribution that is 
used. In particular, no attempt is made to account for the important effect which hydrogen in the 
lunar composition would have on the neutron-flux distribution. 

Gilvarry, J. J. : 'Nature of the Lunar Mascons', Nature 221 (Feb. 22, 1969), 732-736. 

The hypothesis that there was once water on the Moon can account for the lunar mass concentrations 
- mascons - recently deduced to be present beneath the circular maria. 

Haymes, R. C. : 'Feasibility Study of Lunar Neutron Albedo Experiment', NASA STAR 7, No. 8, 
N69-19320, April 23, 1969. 

A feasibility study is made on the effect of the slow and fast neutron counting rates due to increases in 
water content. A lunar neutron simulator, consisting of neutron detectors and a fast neutron source, 
measures the effect of water concentration on the ratio using a basaltic material like that found on the 
Moon by the Surveyors. A sand-water mixture was also used in order to demonstrate the effects of 
differing elemental compositions in the sample. Data obtained using a 0.3 ~ water content (by 
weight) in basalt indicate an increase of about 4 ~ in the ratio over the 0.2 ~ water content level. As 
expected from theory, the variation in ratio with water concentration is quite linear, for both samples 
tested. The only effect of variations in the elemental composition is to alter the slope of the line. 

Lowman, Jr., P. D. : 'Composition of the Lunar Highlands - Possible Implications for Evolution of 
the Earth's Crust', J. Geophys. Res. 74 (January 1969), 495-504. 

This paper is a theoretical investigation of the implications for the origin of the Earth's continents and 
ocean basins of three possible chemical compositions for the lunar highlands: ultrabasic, basic, and 
intermediate to acidic. Ultrabasic or basic lunar highlands would imply that the existence of sialic 
crust on the Earth is due to some major difference between the Earth and the Moon; the three most 
likely differences are presence of an atmosphere, presence of a core, and size. The theory that con- 
tinents are essentially geosynclinal accretions is shown by recent geological investigations to have 
numerous weaknesses and may imply an age for the Earth of over 5 b.y. A proposed alternative is 
that large, thick primordial continents were formed by high-pressure magmatic processes caused by 
early segregation of the core, with later continental evolution being essentially subordinate accretion 
to and reworking of these protocontinents. A basic composition for the lunar highlands would imply 
that the basic crustal layers of the Earth are the remnants of a primordial basaltic crust. Sialic lunar 
highlands would imply that the Earth's continents are essentially igneous, and were derived from the 
mantle early in geologic time. Furthermore, the nearly global extent of the lunar highlands suggests 
that the Earth's crust has evolved by the growth of ocean basins rather than the growth of continents, 
perhaps by foundering of continental segments under flood basalts as proposed by Beloussov. A 
geochemical probe of Venus is recommended as an approach to further study of continent formation, 
because the nearly identical size and density of Venus would eliminate the variables of mass and core 
formation complicating the Earth-Moon comparison. 

O'Keefe, J. A. : 'Water on the Moon and a New Nondimensional Number', Science 163 (Febr. 1969), 
669-67O. 

A nondimensional number called the Jeffreys number, which represents the ratio of the Reynolds 
number to the Froude number, is useful in geophysical problems related to the motion of viscous 
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masses under gravity. The Jeffreys number  is used to show that it is impossible for the lunar maria to 
be underlain by a layer of material 1 kilometer thick having the plastic properties of ice. 

Orowan, E. : 'Density of the Moon and Nucleation of Planets', Letter to Nature 222 (May 31, 1969), 
867. 

8. Lunar Coordinates and Mapping 

Classen, J. : 'The First Maps of the Moon' ,  Sky and Telescope 37 (February 1969), 82-83. 

Goudas, C. L. and Higgins, T. P. : 'The DOD Selenodetic Control System and the Force Function of 
the Moon' ,  Astrophys. Space Sei. 3 (April 1969), 490-517. 

The figure of the Moon as defined by the DOD-66 Selenodetic Control System is first studied. Then, 
using the derived equation for the surface and adopting the density law fi = &  + a0~, we have evalu- 
ated the volume integrals relating the form of the surface to the gravity harmonics. 

Kopal, Z. : 'La Photographie de la lune ~t l 'observatoire du Pic-du-Midi', L'Astronomie 83, 115-129. 

9. Morphology of the Lunar Surface 

Baldwin, R. B. : 'Ancient Giant  Craters and the Age of the Lunar Surface', Astron. J. 74 (May 1969), 
570-571. 

Several extremely large, very ancient lunar craters not previously described are pointed out. The 
conclusion is drawn that  the surface of the Moon is in a steady state. Even the largest craters do not 
last indefinitely. Probably no portion of the lunar surface dates back as far as 4.5 billion years. 

Fryer, R. and Titulaer, C. : 'Crater Statistics Near  the Flamsteed P Ring', Communications of the 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona 8, pt. 2, No. 133 (1969), 51-61. 

Previous work on the population curves and crater distribution in the vicinity of Surveyor I is re- 
viewed and extended. A total-population curve is derived for craters ranging in size from centimeters 
to kilometers. Comparison is made with Ranger data covering an equivalent diameter range. The 
floor of the low ring Flamsteed P is found to be usually young, younger than the surrounding mare; 
this is consistent with the recent hypotheses of O'Keefe and Fielder which regard the ring as a recent 
extrusive structure. 

Hartmann,  W. K. and Yale, F. G. : 'Mare Orientale and its Intriguing Basin', Sky and Telescope 37 
(January 1969), 4-7. 

Mare Orientale is described and a model for its formation is suggested. The authors propose that  an 
asteroidal impact excavated the central basin, fractured the lunar crust around the structure, and 
spread the debris blanket. Long after, as radioactivity heated the lunar interior, magma broke out 
forming the mare areas of the structure; faulting and subsidence occurred until the structure of con- 
centric rings was produced. 

Opik, E. J. : 'Cratering and the Moon's  Surface', NASA-CR-99212 Report (January 1969). 

Opik, E. J. : 'The Lunar Environment' ,  Science Journal (London) 5 (May 1969), 66-72. 
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Titulaer, C.: 'Crater Overlap on the Near-Side of the Moon', Communications of the Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona 8, pt. 2, No. 134 (1969), 63-72. 

An investigation of the overlap of craters on the front side of the Moon shows a well-defined anoma- 
lous area around Tycho. This Tycho Association of craters may have originated as a result of the 
collision of a cometary shower, the nucleus of which formed Tycho itself. Alternative explanations are 
also considered. No full explanation is possible without additional research. 

10. Origin and Stratigraphy of Lunar Formations 

Barricelli, N. Aa. and Metcalfe, R. : 'The Lunar Surface and the Early History of the Earth's Satellite 
System', Icarus 10 (January 1969), 144-163. 

The hypothesis that most lunar craters and some of the maria are the result of impacts by meteors and 
larger celestial bodies colliding with the Moon has long been a favorite interpretation of these 
features. 

If this hypothesis is correct, many of the structures visible on the lunar surface may be the result 
of early collisions with other Earth satellites. A method to discriminate between surface structures due 
to satellite impacts and other impacts is proposed, and several implications concerning the early 
history of the Moon and the satellite system of Earth are presented. 

An interpretation of the predominance of maria on the side of the Moon which presently faces 
towards the Earth and their absence on the far side is obtained by considering that the Moon's 
distance from the Earth has been steadily increasing in the last few billion years. Under these con- 
ditions collisions with Earth satellites moving in orbits external to the Moon's own orbit are likely. 
The effect this may have on the distribution of maria, and the way in which our results can be used to 
interpret their present distributions are discussed in Appendices 1 and 2. 

Donaldson, J. R. : 'The Lunar Crater Dawes', Photogram. Eng. 35 (March 1969), 239-245. 

Many of the lunar craters probably were formed by meteoritic impact and many volcanic craters may 
have been stimulated by such an action. In addition, there are those such as Dawes that appear to be 
volcanic in origin, although this is not to say that a meteoritic impact could not possibly have started 
the chain of events leading to its present state of existence. But, in the absence of features associated 
with an impact, the crater Dawes is an outstanding example of endogenous origin. This hypothesis 
however, is not compatible with contemporary geologic interpretation, that lends itself more to an 
impact theory. Based on a geologic analysis of the area on a detailed basis relative to origin, a geologic 
map of the crater is suggested. Although this approach to the presentation of Dawes has its implicit 
ambiguities, it nevertheless stresses a map relating more to origin rather than to a fixed system 
correlating all craters with one theoretical approach. 

Gilvarry, J. J. : 'Geometric and Physical Scaling of River Dimensions on the Earth and Moon', 
Nature 221 (Feb. 8, 1969), 533-537. 

The absence of indications of mature lunar river systems is predicted by the scaling of river dimen- 
sions from the Earth to the Moon. 

Guest, J. E. and Murray, J. B. : 'Nature and Origin of the Tsiolkovsky Crater on the Lunar Far Side', 
Planetary Space Sci. 17 (January 1969), 121-141. 

The principal geological units which make up the Tsiolkovsky structure are defined and described, 
and their age relations and origin established wherever possible. From this evidence it is concluded 
that an impact origin is most likely for the main structure, but that later volcanic outbursts occurred. 
The most compelling evidence in favour of impact is the presence of a ring of high crater density at 
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about one crater diameter from the rim; most craters in this ring are considered to be secondary 
impact craters. The strong circularity of the crater does not favour a caldera origin. 

Some features of Tsiolkovsky are compared with other large lunar craters. 

Novikov, V. V. : 'Stratovolcanos in the Lunar Mesorelief', Soviet Astron. 12 (1969), 891-894. 

A partial statistical survey of cone-shaped formations on the lunar surface identifiable with terrestrial 
stratovolcanos has been made on large-scale photographs of the Moon. The locations where these 
structures occur are mentioned. Selected analogs among the stratovolcanos in Kamchatka are ex- 
hibited. 

Ronca, L. B. and Green, R. C. : 'Large-Scale Evolution of the Lunar Surface', Astrophys. Space Sci. 
3 (April 1969), 564-578. 

The first part of the paper describes the relationship between the erosional stage of craters and the crater 
areal density. It is shown that class-2 and -3 craters are progressively more abundant as the crater 
areal density increases, while craters of class 4 and 5 are more abundant with decreasing crater areal 
densities. A geological model is proposed, in which the class of a newly formed crater is 1. As time 
progresses, erosional agents will increase the class of the crater to class 2, then 3, and, in some cases, 
to 4. The length of time between classification steps is not known in terms of years, but is equivalent to 
the time necessary for the crater density to increase by 2 to 8 craters per unit area for craters larger 
than 10 km, and by 10 to 20 for craters larger than 3.5 kin. Craters of class 5 and some of class 4 are 
not formed by the same erosional agents, but are catastrophic, caused either by a mare-producing 
impact or by 'flooding' of mare material. 

The second part of the paper presents a method for relatively dating large lunar areas. The method 
uses the model previously developed. A relative time sequence is constructed using the density of 
craters of classes 1, 2, and 3 and the percentage of these which is of class i. As an example, 18 large 
areas are defined on the lunar near side and are put in temporal order. Mare Serenitatis appears to 
have the youngest terrain, and an area southwest of the Rupes Altai appears to have the oldest. 

In the final part of the paper a geological model is developed in order to explain age differences in 
the terrae. The model calls for 'rejuvenation' of lunar terrains, caused by the seismic waves and 
ballistic sedimentation resulting from large impacts. The area surrounding Mare Orientale is cited 
as an example of a terrain so affected. A similar effect on the terrae of the near side could explain the 
apparent age relationships measured. 

Wells, R. A. : 'An Introduction to the Martian Grid System', Geophys. J. Roy. Astron. Soc. 17 (1969), 
209-224. 

The linear features on Mars, commonly referred to as canals, have been mapped into two over- 
lapping grid patterns - one oriented approximately NW-SE, NE-SW, and the other N-S, E-W. The 
tectonic aspects of the lineaments are discussed and comparisons of the grid patterns are made with 
the lunar grid system. These lineaments have been deduced to be tectonic zones of weakness. The 
grid patterns on Mars can be mapped through 360 ° of longitude. Similarities in the lunar and Martian 
diagonal grids suggest a similar origin for both systems. The presence of a N-S, E-W grid for Mars 
and the absence of one for the Moon indicates differences in tectonic activity between the lunar and 
Martian crusts. 

11. Physical Structure of  the Lunar Surface 

Conel, J. E. : 'Infrared Emissivities of Silicates: Experimental Results and a Cloudy Atmosphere 
Model of Spectral Emission from Condensed Particulate Mediums', J. Geophys. Res. 74 (1969), 
1614-1634. 

Infrared emissivities of powered silicates are shown by experiment to contain new maxima and 
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minima that are representative of both composition and particle size. A cloudy atmosphere model 
for radiative transfer in a condensed powder is developed in which the scatter is considered to be both 
nonconservative and linearly anisotropic. The scattering parameters are computed as functions of 
frequency from the Mie diffraction theory. Detailed calculations of the spectral emissivity of quartz 
are presented. The model is shown to account for many features observed experimentally in the 
spectra of quartz powders and sand. Changes in the spectrum with particle size can be understood 
in terms of changes in the albedo for single scattering and the degree of forward scatter with particle 
size. The principal Christiansen frequencies of silicate powder films obtained from transmission 
measurements are shown to be diagnostic of mineralogy and to be frequencies of maximum emissivity 
for powders. The relationship is discussed in detail for quartz. 

Conel, J. E. : 'What  the Rangers revealed about Lunar Geology', Astronaut. Aeronaut. 7 (January 
1969), 64-68. 

Halajian, J. D. and Reichman, J. : 'Correlation of Mechanical and Thermal Properties of the Lunar 
Surface', Icarus 10 (March 1969), 179-196. 

The infrared lunar nighttime temperature and bearing strength of postulated lunar materials, ranging 
from dust to porous rock, are correlated by means of common parameters such as porosity, particle 
of pore size, and degree of consolidation. The analysis is based on theoretical expressions of thermal 
conductivity and bearing strength of porous media in vacuo. Particular emphasis is given to the 
temperature dependence if thermal conductivity and to the relative contribution of its radiative and 
conductive components. 

We found that there is a definite trend of increasing bearing strength with increasing lunar mid- 
night temperature (Tin). Values of Tm less than 100K correlate with soft loose powders, while 
values of Tm more than 130K correlate with hard porous rocks. The correlation is ambiguous at 
intermediate Tm values (100-130K) because they correspond to a ' transition region' where the 
bearing strength of consolidated and unconsolidated media overlap. Surveyor 1 appears to have 
landed in such an area. 

Some of the ambiguities in the correlation could be resolved by laboratory measurements of the 
thermal conductivity and bearing strength of porous media and by extending the analysis to include 
microwave thermal emission of the lunar surface. A crude but convenient method of 'mapping' the 
bearing strength of the lunar surface by remote means would appear to be the correlation of new and 
better-resolved thermal emission data for the dark side of the Moon with in situ thermal and mechan- 
ical measurements. 

Hartmanu, W. K. : 'Terrestrial, Lunar and Interplanetary Rock Fragmentation',  Icarus 10 (March 
1969), 201-213. Also in Communications of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of 
Arizona 8, pt. 2, No. 136 (1969), 75-79. 

Collected data are presented on mass distributions of fragmented rocks. These can be used to interpret 
extraterrestrial rock samples. Lunar surface material disturbed by Surveyors is broken in a way 
characteristic of low-energy, mechanical breakage, as expected. Debris around decameter-scale lunar 
craters with strewn rock fields also exhibits this property, suggesting that many such craters are 
secondary impacts. Centimeter-scale debris on the lunar maria shows evidence of extensive regrinding, 
probably due to repeated primary and secondary impacts, but such debris near Tycho appears not to 
have been so extensively ground; evidently this results from Tycho's young age. Telescopic asteroids 
have evidently been fragmented by attenuated shock waves in sporadic collisions, while meteorites 
are apparently the debris from repeated and/or hypervelocity collisions. 

HOrz, F .  : 'Structural and Mineralogical Evaluation of an Experimentally Produced Impact Crater in 
Granite',  Contr. Mineral. Petrol. 21 (1969), 365-377. 

A crater 30 cm in diameter and 4.4 cm in depth was produced upon impact of an aluminium sphere 
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with a homogeneous granite target. The volume excavated was 748 cm a, the mass ejected 1933 g. The 
crater geometry is compared with previous laboratory experiments. 

Mineralogical investigations revealed that  shock induced, microscopic fracturing is lowest in the 
direction of uniaxial compression, followed by a 45 ° profile. Due to reflections of stress waves at the 
free surface, the horizontal profile displayed the highest fracture index. 

Kinking of biotite was very common in samples close to the crater walls ( ~  50 kb). However it 
faded out at a distance which corresponds to approximately 10 kb. This seems to be the lower pressure 
limit for the formation of kink bands under shock conditions. 

Jaffe, L. D. : 'Lunar Surface Material : Spacecraft Measurements of Density and Strength', Science 
164 (27 June 1969), 1514-1516. 

The relation of the density of the lunar surface layer to depth is probably best determined from space- 
craft measurements of the bearing capacity as a function of depth. A comparison of these values with 
laboratory measurements of the bearing capacity of low-cohesion particulate materials as a function 
of the percentage of solid indicates that the bulk density at the lunar surface is about 1.1 g per cm 3 
and that  it increases nearly linearly to about 1.6 g per cm 3 at a depth of 5 cm. 

Pellicori, S. F. : 'Polarization-Albedo Relationship for Selected Lunar Regions', Nature 221 (Jan. 11, 
1969), 162. Also in Communications of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona 
8, pt. 2, No. 135 (1969), 73-74. 

The polarization of several examples of 'pure' maria (dark and light), highlands and mountains has 
been measured in five passbands from 3360 ~ to 5340 N. Observations of the 30 sec of arc diameter 
regions were made with the lunar phase angle (--107 ° :1-1.5°). The darker and lighter maria show 
approximately twice the polarization of that shown by the mountains and the highlands respectively. 
Other examples of these topographical types were measured at other phase angles and the same 
trends were found. These data suggest that  there are differences in the mean internal optical path- 
length of the particles that cover the different topographies. 

Ulrichs, J. and Campbell, M. J. : 'Radiative Heat Transfer in the Lunar and Mercurian Surfaces', 
Cornell University Center for Radiophysics and Space Research Report No. CRSR 337 (May 1969) 

Observations of the Moon and Mercury have shown that  a temperature-independent conductivity is 
not adequate to explain the results; the available laboratory experiments on heat flow in powdered 
solids lead to the same conclusion and point to the importance of radiative (photon) processes of heat 
transfer. In this paper the validity of the usual approximate solutions to a simple model of heat 
transfer in powders by direct comparison with an exact numerical solution is examined. It is found 
that  the approximate solutions can, under some circumstances, adequately describe the planetary 
observations provided cognizance is taken of the fact that emission is a volume, rather than surface 
effect; neglect of volume emission may have caused errors of 20K in the interpretation of lunar 
eclipse observations. It is also found that the usual approximate solutions give very misleading results 
when applied to certain laboratory measurements. 

12. Photometry of the Moon 

Classen, J.: 'Ver/inderungen auf dem Mond ' ,  Ver6ffentlichungen Sternwarte Pulsnitz (Sachsen), 
No. 5 (1969). 

Since 1540, flares can be observed on the Moon. But it is only since 1958 that the opinion gathered 
way these flares being due to real processes. The flares are assumed to be processes of luminescence or 
perhaps lunar gas eruptions. The observations of the Moon, promoted recently above all in U.S.A., 
was limited by preference to the examination of the lighted area of the Moon. Based on a flare the 
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observation of which succeeded in Pulsnitz, the author recommends to observe the ashy moonlight, 
too. Furthermore, comparison of lightness between Aristarchus and Kepler is proposed by him. 

Evsyukov, N. N. : 'Distribution of Colour Index Over the Lunar Surface', Soviet Astron. 12 (1969), 
876-878. 

The dependence of the colour index C = m 5700/~ - -m 6700 ~ on the angle i of incidence of sunlight 
is determined from the data given by Rackham. An analysis of this relation indicates that an addition- 
al emission of 0m.2~0m.4 exists in the 6700/~ region. Its maximum falls near the subsolar point. This 
radiation is most likely produced by luminescence of the lunar surface. 

Jones, M. T. : 'A Single Color Investigation into the Uniformity of the Light-Scattering Properties of 
the Lunar Surface', Icarus 10 (January 1969), 66-89. 

To satisfy a need for new data from which to evaluate the uniformity of the photometric function 
over the lunar disc, a catalog is compiled of the relative brightness of 199 lunar f e a t u r e s ,  a s  observed 
at phase angles of 2.1 °, 17.5 °, 32.5 °, 46.2 °, 59.4 °, and 72.1 ° before full-moon, in the wavelength interval 
5500 to 7000 ~.  A full description is given of the photographic techniques used in obtaining the 
photometric data. 

McCord, T. B. : 'Time Dependence of Lunar Differential Color', Astron. J. 74 (March 1969), 273-278. 

Dependence of lunar spectral-reflectivity differences on time has been suggested, and two effects have 
been discussed: lunar luminescence, or low lunar emission of visible radiation over large lunar regions, 
and a systematic change of differential color with lunar phase angle. There is some support in the 
literature for the existence of lunar luminescence but the differential phase effect has not been found 
previously. An observational study was made by the author to determine the spectral-reflectivity 
difference (color difference) on the lunar surface in the 0.4 to 0.8/~ spectral region. The differential 
spectral-reflectivity curves were determined to an accuracy on the order of 0.i ~ for 83 lunar areas 
relative to a standard area; some areas were measured many times during several lunations. No 
luminescence was observed at any time. However, a clear dependence of differential color on phase 
angle was found with a change of about 2-3 ~ over 90 ° phase. Color contrast becomes weaker near 
zero phase. Two possible mechanisms are discussed. 

McCord, T. B. : 'Color Differences on the Lunar Surface', J. Geophys. Res. 74 (June 1969), 3131-3142. 

An observational study was made to determine the spectral reflectivity differences (color differences) 
on the lunar surface in the extended visible wavelength region. A 21-filter (0.4-0.8/z), double-beam 
photoelectric photometer was designed, constructed and usecl to observe differentially eighty-three 
areas (some areas being observed many times) to an accuracy of 0.1 to 0.3 9/00. Many color variations 
were observed up to 10 ~ with some to about 60 ~ .  Relative color was dependent on phase angle, but 
there was no temporally varying luminescence. The broad-band shape on spectral reflectivity curves 
suggested absorption features and possibly some less broad, low-amplitude (0.2-0.5~) humps. 
Spectral curve shape appeared dependent on lunar morphology, but there was no universal dependence 
of color on brightness. These results are interpreted as indicating that color differences are caused 
mainly by compositional differences and that the shape of spectral reflectivity curves may give some 
indication of the rock and mineral composition of the lunar surface. 

13. Thermal Emission of the Lunar Surface 

Alekseev, V. A., Drobova, L. V., and Krotikov, V. D. : 'Thermal Conditions of the Lunar Topsoil and 
the Integrated Radio Emission of the Eclipsed Moon', Soviet Astron. 12 (1969), 872-875. 
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The thermal conditions in the top surface layer of the Moon during the eclipse of December 30, 1963, 
are examined theoretically. The data on the thermal conditions are used to calculate the integrated 
radio emission of the Moon during the eclipse. It is shown that  when interpreting experimental data 
no loss of accuracy will result if the averaging effect of the antenna beam is neglected and the theory 
developed for the radio emission from the centre of the disk of the eclipsed Moon is used. 

Green, R. R. : 'An Analysis of the Distribution of the Major Surface Characteristics and the Thermal 
Anomalies Observed on the Eclipsed Moon' ,  Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories Document 
D1.82.0775 (Jan. 1969). 

A spherical harmonic method for trend-surface analysis of data distributed on a hemispherical surface 
is presented. The technique is applied in a study of lunar surficial variability in order to : 

(1) Isolate regional from local variations in lunar surface phenomena; 
(2) Obtain a mathematical expression for interpretation of map variables between control points; 
(3) Quantitatively correlate similarities in configuration between maps of different variables; and 
(4) Quantitatively compare regional variability or the same parameter in widely separated regions. 
Correspondence between the distribution of lunar thermal anomalies and the (1) lunar albedo, (2) 

lunar figure, (3) distribution of average crater class, and (4) crater density is established. Contour 
maps and power spectra of these parameters are presented. 

A working hypothesis consistent with the observed relationship is introduced. The hypothesis calls 
for sudden formation of thermal anomalies by cratering and gradual extinction by ballistic sedimen- 
tation and space weathering. The probability of a given crater producing an anomaly is related to the 
accumulated depth of detrital debris at the locus of formation. A stochastic model based on the 
hypothesis was constructed. Numerical evaluation of the model provides results which support the 
hypothesis. 

Hunt,  G. R. and Salisbury, J. W. : 'Mid-Infrared Spectroscopic Observations of the Moon' ,  Phil. 
Trans. Roy. Soc., Series A 264 (1969), 109-140. 

The authors present a detailed theoretical and laboratory experimental background for mid-infrared 
spectroscopic studies of minerals and rocks. All laboratory work and lunar observations to May 1966 
(the date of the meeting, of which this paper was a part) are reviewed. The authors conclude that 
differences in emissivity of the lunar surface materials are detectable. Sometimes conflicting results of 
early workers are probably due to differences in technique and wavelength studied. 

Murcray, F. H., Murcray, D. G., and Williams, W. J. : 'Infrared Emissivity of Lunar Surface Features, 
Part I. Balloon Borne Observations', 

Salisbury, J. W., Vincent, R. K., Logan, L. M., and Hunt, G. R. : 'Infrared Emissivity of Lunar 
Surface Features: Part II. Interpretation',  Lunar-Planetary Research Branch, Space Physics 
Laboratory, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Preprint. 

The thermal emission spectra (7.0/t to 13.5/t) of 6 selected areas on the lunar surface were meas- 
ured from an altitude of 31 km and spectral emissivities calculated. All spectra show departures 
from black or grey body emission. Emissivities in the 8.0-9.0/~ region of the spectrum are significantly 
higher than those for wavelengths greater than 10/~. Differences are noted in the wavelengths of peak 
emissivity particularly between the highland areas and the Maria. The interpretation of the differences 
in terms of lunar composition is discussed in Part II. 

Reber, E. E. and Stacey, J. M. : ' 1.4-mm and 3.4-mm Observations of the Lunar Eclipse on 18 October 
1967', Icarus 10 (March 1969), 171-178. 

Radiometric measurements of selected lunar areas are reported for the lunar eclipse of 18 October 
1967. Observations were made simultaneously at 1.4 and 3.4-mm wavelength on a common large- 
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aperture antenna forming independent half-power antenna beamwidths of 1.78 and 3.3 arc rain, 
respectively. Within the precision of the measurement, as limited by atmospheric variations and radio- 
meter noise, there is no statistically significant difference between the cooling rates of any two lunar 
areas measured at 1.4 mm. Similarly, there is no statistically significant difference between the cooling 
rates of any two lunar areas measured at 3.4.-ram. 

Temperature changes and cooling rates observed at 3.4 mm are in fair agreement with those 
measured on the same areas observed at 3.2-mm during the 30 December 1963 lunar eclipse. The 
lunar areas measured during both eclipse events are Copernicus, Mare Serenitatis, and a mountainous 
region. 

Rusch, W. V. T., Slobin, S. D., Stelzried, C. T., and Sato, T. : 'Observations of the Total Eclipse of 
October 18, 1967, at a Wavelength of 3.33 millimeters', Ast~vphys. J. 155 (March 1969), 1017-1021. 

On October 18, 1967, radiometric observations of a total lunar eclipse were carried out at a wave- 
length of 3.33 mm from the Goldstone Tracking Station in the Mojave Desert of California. A de- 
crease of 7 ~ in the equivalent black-body disk temperature of the Moon was measured during the 
eclipse. The l a  error is estimated to be 0.33 ~ of the Moon temperature. Based on an equivalent 
black-body disk temperature of the full Moon of 280 K, this 7 ~ decrease amounts to a temperature 
decrease of [19.6 ± 0.9(1cr)]K. 

Tikhonova, T. V. and Troitskii, V. S. : 'The Influence of the Heat Flux from the Lunar Interior on 
Lunar Radio Emission for Non-uniform Material Properties of the Lunar Crust' (in Russian), 
Astron. Zh. 46, 159-172. 

The theory of the constant component of the lunar radio emission in the presence of the heat flux out 
of the interior is considered for a plane-layer model of the upper surface structure. The calculation of 
two models is carried out: 

(1) Dense rocks of the Moon are covered with a porous layer of the thickness a, within the limits 
of which the material density and thermal conductivity remain constant. On the lower boundary of 
the layer the material thermal conductivity changes by a leap of 300-500 times to the value of rock 
thermal conductivity. 

(2) The density of a porous layer changes linearly from the value 01 on the surface to the 
value oz at the depth a. The thermal conductivity changes linearly only up to the depth of the order 
a/3, and further on the rest part of the layer it increases sharply by 300-500 times to the value of the 
thermal conductivity of rocks. 

The temperature variation into the depth due to the temperature dependence of the thermal con- 
ductivity are taken into account for both the models. The integral lunar radiation is found in both 
cases; the comparison with the experimental spectrum of the constant component is carried out. As a 
result, estimations for the thickness of the layer a and for the density of the heat flux out of the Moon's 
interior are obtained. 

For the first model: 

a = 400 ± 100 (cm) and q ~ -  0.72 × 10 -6 ± 0.08 × 10 -6 (cal/cm2sec). 

For the second one: 
, 0.16 

a = 1000 ± 300 (cm) and qs = 0.94 × 10 -6 =: 0.12 × 10-6 (cal/cm2sec)" 

The most probable values of the layer thickness and the flux density lie apparently between these 
two extreme estimations. 

PaCCMOTpeHa Teopun YIOCTOIIHHOtVl COCTaB~lome~ pa~IVlOH3.rly~IeHH~t 3IyHbI npH l~aJInu~in nOTOKa 
Ten~Ia ri3 NeAp ~:In nJIOCKOCJIOHCTOI~ MolleJI~I CTpOeHM~I BepxHero norpoBa. FlpoBe~eH packeT ~IByX 
Mo~e:Iefi: 

(1) IInOTH~Ie cKanbnbie nopo~,i 3-lym, i noI(pbITbI IIOpHCTblM C2IOeM TOYIILIHHOI~ a, B irpe~eJiax 
roToporo nJIOTnOCTl, BemecTBa ~i TemloIIpOBO)XHOCTI~ ocraroTcn nOCTO~HHblM~I. Ha HrDKHe~ rpa- 
nni~e cJion TennonpoBoalJOCT~, BemecTBa MeHneTC~/ CKa~/I<OM B 300--500 pa3~o 3naneann Tennonpo- 
BOf~HOCTB cKanbnl~ix Ilopoz(; 
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(2) nnOTHOCTb nopncToro cno~ Men~eTc~ ~nnefmo ao 3Im,~ermn pl na noBepxnocTn ao 3ua~enn~ 
pz na rJIy6nne a. TennorrpoBoanocTb Mett~leTca nnne~no nnmb ao rny6rmbi nopnaKa a/3, a Jlanee 
na ocTaJxbnoR ~tacTn cnon pe3I(O Bo3pacTaex B 300--500 pa3 ao3Ha'-Ienm'~ TermoripoBozlnocrri cI(aJIb- 
nbIX nopoa. 

~Ji~ 06erlx Moaene~ y~ITblaa~IOCl~ naMeHeHne TeMnepaTypl~i B rny6ni~y 3a cqeT TeMIiepaTypnol~ 
3aBHC!aMOCTI~ TenyionpoBoai-ioeT!~i. B O6OHX cnyqaax Ha~aelto nrlTerpaJIl, noe ri3sly~ierlrle 3-IyHLI 
npoBeaeHo cpaBHei~ne c 3KclIepnMelJTam, nblM cneKTpOM nocToalJnO~ COcTaanarOlIIe~. B pe3ym~TaTe 
no.nyqeHBi oI~eHKH a-q~ TOYIUlHHB[ CJIO~I a !~I ,~Jlfl HYIOTHOCTH noToI<a Ten~Ia H3 neap JIyHbI: 

aJI~I nepBo~ MOfl~eJIH 

a = 400 ± 100 CM, qs -- 0.72 × 10 6 ~z 0.08 × 10 -° I~a~I/CM 2 celq 

aJIfl BTOpO~I Mo~eJIH 

0.16 6 Kan/CM 2 cer. a=1000-h300CM, q s = 0 . 9 4 × 1 0  - ° ~ 0 . 1 2  ×10-  

I/ICTHHHble 3HaqeHHSI TOJInUclnbI CJIOfl I¢I H.FIOTHOCTH nOTOKa, cropee Bcero, HaxoaItTC~I Mexay 
~3TBMH, UO-B!AanMOMy , Kpa]~HHMH oI~eHxaM~I. 

Winter, D. F. and Saari, J. M. : 'A Particulate Thermophysical Model of the Lunar Soil', Boeing Sci. 
Res. Laboratories Document D1-82-0725; Also in Astrophys. J. 156 (June 1969), 1135-1151. 

Calculations based on several thermophysical models of the lunar soil are compared with recent 
observations at far infrared wavelengths; none of the models reproduces simultaneously the lunation 
nighttime and eclipse cooling measurements. A new particulate thermophysical model of the lunar 
soil is described which utilizes results from the Surveyor spacecraft and from laboratory experiments 
with evacuated powders. The new model gives good agreement with both lunation and eclipse data in 
the far infrared and is consistent with measurements of lunar brightness temperatures at millimeter 
wavelengths. Particulate models are also used to determine the diurnal variation of the infrared sur- 
face brightness temperature of the 'hot pole' of Mercury. 

14. Electromagnetic Properties of the Moon 

Blank, J. L. and Sill, W. R. : 'Response of the Moon to the Time-Varying Interplanetary Magnetic 
Field', J. Geophys. Res. 74 (Febr. 1969), 736-743. 

The solar wind plasma on the sunlit side of the Moon is apparently energetic enough to confine any 
lunar magnetic fields within the lunar surface. Accordingly, the effect of the confining solar wind 
currents is represented by imposing a surface current at the moon-solar wind boundary, and the in- 
duced magnetic field in the lunar interior is calculated as a function of frequency for a simple core- 
crust model. The solution provides a method for estimating the electrical conductivity, and thus for 
obtaining information on the temperature, of the lunar interior from magnetic field measurements at 
the lunar surface. 

Griffel, D. H. : 'Induced Fields in the Moon', Planetary Space Sei. 17, 685-691. 

The time-dependent magnetic field induced inside a rotating spherical conductor by external sources 
is calculated. If the sphere spins rapidly, and the applied field is along the spin axis, then the steady- 
state field inside is uniform, except perhaps in a thin boundary layer at the surface. If the applied field 
is perpendicular to the spin axis, and uniform, then there is no steady field inside, except in the boun- 
dary layer. If it is non-uniform, there is an azimuthal interior field, proportional to the degree of 
asymmetry of the applied field, and decreasing linearly to zero at the centre. Applications to the Moon 
are briefly discussed. 

Kristoferson, L. : 'Laboratory Simulation Experiment on Solar Wind Interaction with the Moon' ,  
J. Geophys. Res. 74 (Febr. 1969), 906-908. 
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Small spheres composed of different materials were subjected to plasma bombardment to simulate 
solar wind interaction with the Moon. Differences are observed in the vicinity of the spheres, but the 
wakes are all very much alike. 

Ogilvie, K. W. and Ness, N. F. : 'Dependence of the Lunar Wake on Solar Wind Plasma Charac- 
teristics', NASA STAR 7, No. 11, N69-22905, June 8, 1969. 

Siscoe, G. L., Lyon, E. F., Binsack, J. H., and Bridge, H. S. : 'Experimental Evidence for a Detached 
Lunar Compression Wave', J. Geophys. Res. 74 (Jan. 1969), 59-69. 

The behavior of the solar wind flux and direction measured on Explorer 35 in the near lunar wake is 
presented. The flux near the leading adge of the wake tends to be greater than the free stream value 
and decreases below detectability near the wake axis. There is probably a small (<  3 °) deflection of 
the wind away from the Moon near the leading edge and a deflection toward the wake axis in the 
region of reduced flux. These features correlate well with variations in the magnetic field. An inter- 
pretation of the observed structure is offered that  utilizes the theory of two-dimensional steady simple 
waves in magnetohydrodynamics. A novel feature of the interpretation is the inference of a deflection 
of the solar wind from the region of the lunar limb to account for the structure near the leading edge 
of the wake. 

Van Allen, J. A. and Ness, N. F. : 'Particle Shadowing by the Moon' ,  J. Geophys. Res. 74 (Jan. 1969), 
71-93. 

During the period November 10-22, 1967, the Ear th -Moon system was bathed in an isotropic, homo- 
geneous beam of solar electrons and protons whose intensities were slowly varying functions of time. 
Detailed angular distribution and intensity observations of these particles and vector magnetometer 
observations made simultaneously by the lunar orbiting satellite Explorer 35 are combined to examine 
particle shadowing effects by the Moon. During the observing period, the Moon and Explorer 35 
passed from interplanetary space through the magnetotail. Simultaneous observations were made by 
the Earth orbiting satellite Explorer 33, which was sunward of the Earth's shock front and at large 
radial distance from the Earth during most of the observing period. The angular distributions of the 
intensity of both electrons and protons were accurately isotropic within the magnetotail as well as in 
interplanetary space. Study of 33 cases of clear electron shadowing and two cases of less clear shad- 
owing suggests the following principal conclusions : (a) Magnetic lines of force from external sources 
thread through the Moon in a rectilinear manner as though it did not exist. The accuracy of this 
statement is measured by the maximum departure from rectilinear projection that is permitted by the 
electron shadowing observations. This is approximately 0.1 RM (lunar radius) in 2 RM or 3 °. (b) 
Electron shadowing data provide no direct information on the region of access of interplanetary 
electrons into the magnetotail but do provide an upper limit on the trans-B diffusion velocity v± of 
electrons due to all causes. In the central portion of the magnetotail during magnetically quiet con- 
ditions and for radial distances < 64RE (earth radius), v±< 100 km sec -1 for 50 keV electrons. This 
upper limit requires, among other possibilities, that the transverse electric field 

E±(:Bv±/e) ~< 5 × 10 -4 volt meter -1. 

Lunar shadowing of protons (E,,~> 322 keV) is also described and discussed but is of much less 
significance. 

15. Exploration of the Moon by Spacecraft 

Arnett, J. B. and Hoffman, A. A. J. : 'Problems Associated with the Application of Magnetotellurics 
to Lunar Exploration', General Dynamics Fort Worth Division Report No. ERR-FW-850, (Feb. 
1969). 

The application of magnetotelluric methods to lunar exploration is reviewed and problem areas are 
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outlined. The absence of a lunar magnetic field and an atmosphere, the size of the Moon, and the ap- 
parent high resistivity of the lunar surface layer are among the important physical parameters con- 
sidered. 

Berry, Ch. A. : 'Lunar Medicine', Science Journal (London) 5 (May 1969), 103-107. 

Carpenter, R. B., Jr. : 'A Study of an Extended Lunar Orbital Rendezvous (Elor) Mission, Volume 1 
Technical Analysis', NASA S T A R  7, No. 7, N69-17728, April 8, 1969. 

Carpenter, R. B.: 'A Study of an Extended Lunar Orbital Rendezvous (Elor) Mission, Volume 2: 
Supplemental Data', NASA STAR 7, No, 7, N69-17729, April 8, 1969. 

Gregory, R. L.: 'Lunar Psychology', Science Journal (London) 5 (May 1969), 78-81. 

Hamer, H. A. and Johnson, K. G. : 'Effect of Gravitational-Model Selection on Accuracy of Lunar 
Orbit Determination from Short Data Arcs', NASA STAR 7, No. 10, N69-21018, May 23, 1969. 

The purpose of the present report is to give an insight into the accuracy of lunar orbit determination 
which may be expected with gravitational models having relatively few coefficients. The gravitational 
models investigated included the spherical harmonics through the fourth order. The results of the 
analysis were obtained by fitting tracking data from Lunar Orbiter Missions 1 and 3. Relatively 
short data arcs of a few orbital periods were used in determining the orbit. For the most part, the 
JPL program was used for the data fits; additional results are presented in which up to 21 coefficients 
were determined from the Lungfish (lunar gravitational field in spherical harmonics) orbit determina- 
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